Communicating with Your Hard-of-Hearing Patient

How does your hard-of-hearing patient communicate?

- About one out of 10 people in the United States has hearing loss. Half of the people with hearing loss are older adults. If you think that your patient may be having difficulty understanding you, assess whether your patient is hard-of-hearing.
  - One strategy to assess whether hearing loss is a problem is to give a simple instruction to your patient, then ask, “Just to be sure that you understand, can you repeat back the information?”
- For patients who wear hearing aids, check to see if they are on when you are talking.
  - Adjust your communication to ensure that your patient is able to hear you by talking slower.
- Do not assume that when a hard-of-hearing patient nods their head in acknowledgment, that they have heard or understood you. Your patient may be relying on family present to explain later.
  - Use open-ended questions to make sure that the patient has understood.

How do I limit the environmental and sensory barriers to communication with hard-of-hearing patients?

- Hard-of-hearing individuals hear less well when they are tired or ill.
- Make sure that you have your patient’s attention before speaking. Tap your patient on the shoulder, wave, flick a light, or use another visual signal.
- Sit closer to your patient. This will improve their ability to see you if they rely on lip reading; this will also help with voice levels and minimize the effects of distant sounds.
- Be sure to speak clearly, using your regular voice volume and lip movement. Maintain eye contact when you speak. If you turn your head, you could obscure the view of your face. Avoid standing in front of a light or a window. Position yourself so that the light is shining on your patient. Overhead lighting limits shadows.
- When speaking to your patient, don’t place things such as pencils, gum, or food in your mouth. Remove your facemask before speaking. Be aware that mustaches can create difficulty with lip reading.
- Taking notes or writing in the chart while talking with your hard-of-hearing patient can block the view of your face.
- For patients who are hard-of-hearing, close the door to limit background noise. Be aware of equipment noises in the rooms and hallways and, when possible, find a quiet place to speak with your hard-of-hearing patient.
How can I reduce the communication barriers with my hard-of-hearing patient in our medical environment?

• When performing procedures that place you out of view of your patient, explain the procedure ahead of time. When possible, adjust your seat to improve the line of vision with your patient’s face and/or make sure that there is a third person in the room who can help with communication.

• If your patient does not understand you, reword your statement. The nuance of the sounds of the words you use may be the problem.

• A small white or black board may ease communication, especially when explaining medical procedures. Be sure your patient is provided with the proper writing tools.

• Request an assistive listening device to help your patient hear. Be aware of technology available to assist your patients with their medical care and after being discharged.

• Always have written materials to reinforce verbal information given to your patient.

• Refer anyone who might benefit from an audiogram to assess hearing loss.
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